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What I earn as an Achieve Systems 

Member or Leader if I provide a 

Referral for someone to join us?     

And how do I refer? 

 

 

A lot 
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Join the Movement 
Help us grow our community, help people become more 

successful and earn incredible income doing it! 

Therapy . Fitness . Nutrition . Wellness . Beauty . Health Professionals 

 

 
 

All Rights Reserved Achieve Systems 2021 
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Achieve Members & Associates Only 

 

This profit program & revenue stream is only 

available to our interior Achieve community 

and is a benefit for you, as a member of achieve 

systems or an approved ambassador or leader.  

 

Use this program to greatly increase your 

income or randomly refer people for incredible 

compensation. 

 

We never ask you to sell anything ever! You 

simply refer the lead, and we will take it from 

there! 

 

You connect people with us, and you earn big $ 

and help people everywhere! 
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We are Growing the Top Community  

of WELLNESS pros in the world! 

We do not do any advertising as we believe the best way 

to grow the largest tribe of health pros in the world is 

through our members (you)!  

 

It allows us to provide you a revenue stream leading to 

much more money in your pocket.  Wouldn’t it be great 

to add an additional 10-80k to your bottom line per year 

by just having this as a tool in your tool belt? 

 

If you are out growing power partnerships and 

relationships, why not simply refer them to us and earn 

much more. You then get them into you’re achieve 

community and benefit even more. 

 

That’s a game changer! 
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Exclusive Rights  

 

This profit opportunity is only available 

to the achieve systems member, 

approved ambassadors, or leader! 

 

JUST FOR YOU! 
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“I brought in 24 new members in the first quarter 2019 alone!  I 

connect myself with the massage industry to grow my business 

and send referrals to help them grow their business.  Since I 

earn between $1000-$6500 per my income has been greatly 

enhanced.” 

                                                                     Suzanne Eccher, MPB 
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Achieve Systems Members 
What I earn as an achieve systems member? 

Member Refer & Earn Program 

Let’s grow our tribe! 

Achieve Systems members have the ability to refer achieve systems and earn outstanding 

income.  The member does not do any sales!  They simply refer and earn!  You will simply 

email introduce someone to robert@achievefitsystem.com and we will put them through the 

discover achieve systems process. 

We have a team of achieve leaders that you will send an email introduction to refer a person 

and they will take the entire process over and work to earn you the following: 

 

An Achieve Systems Member earns the following: 

Achieve Virtual Membership- Earn $100.00 When they sign-up immediately.  

$500 extra bonus if they refer someone who joins in the first 12 months. 

Gold Level Standard “Most Popular” Program-   $1000.00 commission 

Platinum Level Partnership Program- $1500.00 commission 

 

CEO Program- $5000.00 commission 

Scholarship Program- $500.00 commission (based upon the scholarship program pay plan 

provided below. If you upgrade to leadership or ambassador status you even earn more).   

Preferred vendors-   If you refer a preferred vendor that joins you earn $500.00 if they refer 

someone who joins on Gold Level or above 1x. 

 

What if I refer someone who signs up and receives a scholarship or pay plan?   

If this occurs, you earn $500.00 when they refer the first one who joins achieve systems on a 

gold or higher program.   This allows you to refer people who are not earning great income and 

they can  
The totals above are as of January 1st, 2021 and may change at any time without notice. Member must be active to 

earn the commissions!   

 

mailto:robert@achievefitsystem.com
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Do you want to earn more income? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Let us show you how to become an Ambassador  

or leader to earn outstanding income!  

 

Here is how to do it.  Become a leader in our 

community today.  Who is a leader? 
 

Ambassadors- 
awarded! 

Education 
Leaders 

Preferred 
Partners 

Revenue stream 
Leaders 

ALPHA Leaders Sales Team 
Leaders or YOU! 

I WANT TO WORK MORE AS A SALES 

REPRESENTATIVE & LEADER AS I HAVE 

LOADS OF LEADS AND AM INTERESTED IN 

GENERATING NEW MEMBERS TO GROW MY 

INCOME! CAN I DO THAT? 
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Do you want to use this as a  

main revenue stream  

in your business? 

 

 

 

 

If so, you can apply to become an Achieve Systems Ambassador 

or leader and possibly receive a regional exclusive (upon 

availability) please review the Ambassador program catalog! 

 

Approved Education program, Alpha, revenue stream or sales leaders are awarded into the 

leadership program auto by their agreement.  They can then earn leadership pay with 

performance! 

 

 

*Available to Achieve Platinum members & approved ambassador’s/ leaders only.  Must be 

meeting the requirements and working the system to earn the leadership totals below. 
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Leaders/Ambassadors Earn More! 

Become an Achieve leader and earn 

more… 

_________________________ 

How do I qualify to become a  

Achieve Leader? 
 

You dedicate to generate a few leads per week & send them to the 

achieve leadership team! We even teach you how to do it! Let’s grow 

our tribe and helping take your income to the next level! 
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I am an Approved Ambassador/ Leader 

What do I earn & what are my responsibilities? 

  

Qualification for Ambassador/Leader Classification 

To market, sell or refer the Achieve Systems program as a leader in our community for 

incredible profit you must be an approved sales leader or be an active member of Achieve 

Systems that is awarded a position on our growth team.    

• Approved Ambassador Exclusive (or)  

• Achieve Systems Leader (anyone awarded a leadership position- Contact us for 

details!). This can be an education program creator, approved sales leader etc. 

Requirements to participate as an Ambassador/Leader: 

1) Must be awarded this spot by our board of directors and inserted into your agreement. 

2) Must be dedicated to the Achieve Marketing System to grow your leads & generate 

weekly leads. 

3) Must bring a minimum of 5-10 guests to the June and October conferences. 

Note: If you do bring 10 guests, you receive a FREE table at the event (upon availability & pre-

approval). You receive leadership visibility. 

 

We market you at Achieve University to all new members. 

You schedule your class or meetings around the conference and events. 

4) Must participate in both conferences as a leader. Attend all days and events. 

5) Must follow the pre- and post-conference plans to close deals to grow business. 
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Confidential Financials (commissions) EARN MORE! 

Ambassadors & Leaders!  

These totals are paid to Ambassador/Leaders only who are performing based upon the list 

above or in the Ambassador Packet/Agreement. 

Achieve Systems Programs 

Achieve Virtual Membership- $100 Commission paid immediately upon sign-up & 

$500 if the refer someone in the first 24 months gold level or above. 

Gold Level Standard “Most Popular” Program-   $1500.00 commission  

Platinum Level Partnership Program- $3000.00 commission  

CEO Program- $6500.00 commission  

Scholarship Program or someone who joins on a payment plan- $50 paid immediately and 

$1000.00 commission (based upon they refer someone who joins on gold or above within 12 

months. $500 if they go to 12 months and or on a pay plan).    

Upgrade a member from no up-front cost to gold or platinum:  $500.00 

Preferred vendors new -   If you refer a preferred vendor that joins you earn $500.00 if they 

refer someone who joins on Gold Level or above for the first 3. 

Master Education Programs- By contract with the master educator 

Income potential as a sales leader 

Program Totals Referred Notes 
 

Achieve Virtual Program 
 
 
Gold “most popular” 

10 earn $1000.00  
 
 
10 earn $15,000.00 
50 earn $75,000.00 

Plus $500 if they refer 
someone. 
 
Our most popular 
membership 

Platinum Partnership    10 earn $30,000.00 
50 earn $150,000.00 

An Achieve Leader Program 

Scholarships or Pay Plans 10 earn $10,000.00 
50 earn $50,000.00 

Review the scholarship pay 
program  

Education Program Leaders Same as Gold Level 
 

 

CEO Program  5 earn $32,500.00  
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*The chart shows the incredible income potential of our system.  We provide 3 programs that 

match everyone’s financial and professional needs making this one of the top programs to refer 

for profit in most any industry. 

 

What if someone I have joins on a scholarship  

Rules & Regulations for all! 

 

What if someone I bring in gets a Scholarship Program or pay 

plan? 

Important:  

Don’t be fooled!  If you attract scholarship people you have delayed gratification in payment 

because they are not paying until they fulfill the scholarship. Our scholarship program is put in 

place so if you have someone you feel can’t afford us, can still come in and refer someone 

within a year to cover their scholarship.  You then get paid as they fulfill their scholarship 

agreement based upon the totals above.  This is a great way to bring in lower end business 

professionals who can’t afford it and then let them fulfill the scholarship, so you get paid.  You 

will be trained on this process. 

 

Achieve Systems offers a scholarship program (or pay plan in some circumstances) where we 

invest the initial $4995 in someone who does not have the means to invest up front.  Please 

read the scholarship program manual so you become an expert. 

This is important to you (Ambassador, leadership, or referral team) because it gets people in 

the loop who cannot afford our gold or platinum programs, so you have the ability to bring in 

anyone and money is never an issue for them.   When you bring in a scholarship (because they 

don’t invest) you earn the dedicated totals above as they fulfill their scholarship.   
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Success 

 

Wow- I can bring in someone who can’t afford the initial total & I still earn? 
 
$1000 for an Ambassador/ leader with $50.00 (new 2021) paid up-front - When 

the scholarship brings in one person who joins on a gold or higher program. This is exciting 
because you’re bringing in someone who is not investing as they can’t, so you get a deferred 
payment when they handle their requirement.  If they do not bring in a person or go to 
payment plan read the details provided. 
 

$500 for a referral from an Achieve Member/Non-Leader with $50.00 (new 
2021) paid up front - When the scholarship brings in one person who joins on a gold or 

higher program.   This is exciting because you still earn although they are not paying the up-
front total once they fulfill the scholarship.   
 

 

If they do not bring in one lead in the opening 12 months, they are by contract responsible for 

paying $2500 in a year and you get paid the balance due to you at that time (when it is 

fulfilled).  

If someone you bring in is on a scholarship and brings in another scholarship the totals do not 

count towards your total due or commissions until they bring in a person on a gold or higher 

program which is mandatory for them by contract. 

If the scholarship brings in another scholarship you are paid when the first gold or higher 

program comes in from anyone in the line.   

 

Example- If you bring in Jenn on a scholarship and Jenn brings in Gary on a scholarship you 
get your commission due when the first person on scholarship brings in a gold or higher 
program. Could be either on-going. 

 

What if my scholarship I refer defaults and does not pay? 

If a scholarship you provide goes into default they do not count, and commissions are not 

awarded as we can’t pay commissions on money that does not exist.  This can occur based 

upon the quality of your lead, but we do all we can to avoid it.  Basically, if you refer someone, 

we bring in who is a flake, none of us gets paid.  If someone goes on a payment plan you will be 

paid upon conclusion of their payment plan being fulfilled at the payment plan total.  We do all 

we can to get you paid in all situations.    
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What does Achieve Systems to do help this from not happening?   

This is a last case scenario: We have a collection process where we do all we can for 60 days 

and then we hand their account off to an attorney (our collection team we have in place).  If the 

account is handed off to our attorney, they take up to 50% of the total collected and achieve 

and you both earn 50% less but at least we end up getting paid.  This is a last attempted 

solution we try to avoid at all cost. 

*Please read the scholarship program manual.  Commissions are paid on paid accounts only. 

 

Note 
Members get paid as the lead you submit to us pays the initial as with most all commission programs. 
All commissions are paid on paid accounts only.   
 
We provide the scholarship program so you can refer people who are financially challenged and then 
earn later as they fulfill their scholarship and the funds come in. If you refer a scholarship person read 
the scholarship section to become an expert on it.  As with any business the quality of the lead and 
person is what gets you paid.  Scholarships can be great as long as they work their business and follow 
the rules of their agreements. 
 

 

 

 

Picture this as a wealth generator in your business: 

 

How beautiful is this:  

In a year period you bring in 50 scholarships as a partner/leader.  This is not a difficult task if 

you are attracting people to your business and referring them on to us as the program is FREE to 

them.  At this time, you are owed $50,000.00 and $1000.00 checks begin to fall into your lap as 

they satisfy their scholarship or pay it in a year.  We teach people to look at this as a bonus that 
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will one day fall in your lap so get as many of them as you can (goal is always a gold or 

platinum) but the more of these you have the more revenue can easily fall into your pocket.   

Remember you are simply just referring leads over to us and showing the assets.  As you’re a 

leader you are going after professionals in the industry to do business with.  Why would you not 

refer them our way because you benefit in every way as they are around more, you earn $$ 

from it and you grow your brand. 

What if I bring someone in who can’t afford it and goes on a payment plan?  This is classified as 

a scholarship and totals are paid as a scholarship for anyone who can’t pay the total up front. 

Upgrade:  If you are on a scholarship once you meet the requirements of your referral 

agreement or pay the term you are upgraded to Gold Level immediately.  Whatever the referral 

totals are that is specified in your agreement must be satisfied to be upgraded to earn higher 

commissions.   

Payment Plans:  If a person joins and goes on an immediate payment plan the total commission 

total is $1000.00 for a gold level, $2500 for a platinum and $5500 for a CEO program 

(scholarship program totals).   Payments are paid when ½ the balance is paid and then the 

remainder when fulfilled.  Payment plans are not paid monthly as they require so much admin, 

fees, and work. 
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Define Each Program for commissions – Know us!        

 
 

Achieve Virtual Memberships- This program launched in June of 2020 and is a at home 

membership where someone acquire specific resources they can simply tap into at home.   The 

cost is $297 up front and $50 a month for access to the virtual biz building systems we offer. 

Gold Level Standard Program- This is our standard program and provides the member full 

access to all systems.  The cost is $4995.00.  Commission totals are paid based upon if you are a 

paid member or scholarship participant program.   

Platinum Level Partnership- This is our partnership program where someone takes an exclusive 

on a system and offers it to our members or team.  A platinum pro works as a leader within our 

system. The set cost is $9995.00 for a regional exclusive.  Commission totals are paid based 

upon if you are a paid member or scholarship participant program.   

Partnership/Leadership Program- A partner is someone who wants to offer their services or 

products to our members that benefit them.  They must obtain either a gold or platinum level 

program in order to get in with us (review the partner manual for more details).  

Preferred Vendors- A preferred vendor is someone who has services they wish to offer to our 

members.  If you refer a preferred vendor, you get paid up front on the gold or platinum but 

not on the standard program.  You then earn $500 if they refer someone who joins on gold or 

above. 

Achieve CEO program- A CEO program is for someone who, is clearing $200,000 or more per 

year or approved by Robert Raymond and our board.  This program receives our elite program 

plus a 3-day advanced business building retreat with Robert Raymond and other leaders each 

year. 

Scholarship- A scholarship is provided for the approved person who cannot afford the 

$4995 initial cost and qualifies with us to grow a business.  A scholarship must provide a specific 

number of paid referrals per year (1) or pay the $2500 in full at 12 months.   A scholarship 

program is awarded our gold level standard program that is $4995.00 in full.  Anyone referring 

a scholarship gets paid accordingly to the scholarship program when its fulfilled (DETAILS 

PROVDED). 
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Additional:  Sell master education programs- Percentage is contracted based upon each 

program.   

Additional:  You receive all achieve systems resources to work to create profits from.  

Payment Plans- Important:  Sometimes we approve a payment plan as we must, or we lose the 

member as they can’t pay all up front or at 12 months.  If someone goes on a payment plan it is 

considered a scholarship based upon what you earn as we must incur the fees and pay the 

totals up front to give access. 

Closing deals Resources- We provide a number, of resources to help you close deals such as 

conferences, events, leaders, partnership, and specials that are available every so often.   Visit 

the manual on how to earn great income at events and conferences for training and details.  

 

 

A Cool Scenario helping create wealth for you! 

The average million-dollar profitable business has 7 revenue streams!  Here is one for you! 

The scholarship program has no up-front investment, so it is fairly easy to bring in professionals 

on this program.  Read the scholarship program manual to become an expert. 

Picture this. 

The goal is to always bring in Gold Level members and above, so you get paid immediately.  

That is determined by the quality of person you are engaging with.  If you bring leads of people 

who can’t afford the initial at least we have a program, they can plug into and you earn later. 

Bring in 50 scholarships as a leader- That’s $50,000.00 owed to you that will be progressively 

paid to you as they fulfill their requirements to the scholarship within 12 months.  Wouldn’t it 

be great to have money like this dropping into your lap randomly from you generating leads? 
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Scholarship & Payment Plan Rules DEFINED:  Important! 

Commissions on scholarship or a payment program: 

 

 
You recommend someone who can’t afford the initial investment and goes on scholarship 
still earns you commissions as followed. 
 

 

YOU are bringing in someone for FREE!   What do you get?   

Scholarship commissions are paid on the 15th of each month for any sales in the previous 

month as with all our systems.   

 

When you refer a scholarship that joins you earn $50.00 immediately!  (NEW 2021). 

 

Scholarship recipients (who you, sign-up) are responsible for bringing in a specified number of 

referrals (1) as in their agreement/ referrals in the first year from agreement date.  Commission 

will be paid in the amount of $500.00 (non-leaders) or $1000 if you’re a leader once they bring 

in as followed. 

If they do not bring in 1 referral who joins they (by contract) pay us $2500 on the 1-year 

anniversary date of their agreement and you earn commission at that time as long as they 

satisfy their obligation.  Commission will be paid out as they pay us the total due to the total of 

$500.00 or ($1000 leader). Commission on scholarship are only paid on monies paid in full.  See 

scholarship program for more details.  This program is put in place so you can close and bring in 

the person who can’t afford the initial total so you can pre-qualify anyone. 

NOTE: If they bring in a scholarship- It’s a good thing for you because you earn your $500-$1000 

when either they or their scholarship they bring in brings in 1 so it adds to your ability to get 

paid faster.  If a scholarship defaults and goes on a pay plan at a year you receive $500 when 

they pay.  It is all based upon the quality of lead you bring to the team. 

 

More Help… 

o Our Coaching leaders are here to assist you:  Achieve Systems must provide all members 

or sales associates a leader to send leads too and put them through the - discover 

achieve system. Review the responsibilities provided in this manual or the leadership 

manual for leaders. 
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o This is a commission position and Achieve Systems will provide you a 1099 misc. tax 

form as an independent contractor at the end of each year for totals paid.   

 

o Achieve Systems has a team of over 29 plus leaders who are here to assist sales 

associates and members in closing deals.  It is the leader’s job to take responsibility for 

closing the deal by using the team and resources to do so.  Referral sources earn less as 

they just send a lead. 

 

o If you are an Achieve referral source or Ambassador on a scholarship in our company 

and bring in a referral you are paid the flat scholarship program rate until your 

scholarship is satisfied as to the terms of your scholarship.   

 

o Achieve Systems provides 3-4 conferences per year.  Ambassadors and members can 

invite prospects and comp them a ticket to the conference, so the quality of our 

conferences bring in your leads.   Ambassadors are required to bring 10.  

 

o If a scholarship or any new member goes on a pay plan you earn 50% when they pay ½ 

and then the rest when paid in full.  Not per small payment. 

 

Please view the “conference lead manual for more details” 

 

o Shared commissions: In some cases, if you are working with a team member or partner 

you can choose to share commissions.  Achieve Systems must approve any shared 

commissions.  

Outside partnerships- If member or partner goes into partnership with anyone on the outside 

and is not in achieve systems, we can’t pay them commissions but, you can provide them any 

total you wish based upon what we pay you.  It is highly recommended that you sign an 

agreement with any outside partners.   They may not display themselves as an achieve systems 

representative in any way. 

 

o Any disputes will be handled internally by our company CEO.  Achieve Systems has the 

right to change compensation plans at any time with notice.  

 

o Leadership Performance:  Be in an Achieve leads group is highly recommended to 

acquire the success you deserve! 
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All associates/leaders must be approved by our board of directors, defined & meeting the performance obligations. 

Achieve Systems members can promote and refer at any time for the commission totals. All achievers earn the 

commissions provided above under Member!  If interested in becoming a sales team leader or partner and earning 

more and having this in your business plan, contact us to qualify!  

 

 

 

How do I refer people to achieve and what is the 

process? 

Please read the how to refer and earn manual to learn how to introduce us and send referrals 

our way so you can earn, and we can grow this outstanding community. 

 

 

LEAD GENERATING Rules & Regulations 

o You must be an Achieve Systems member and a designated Ambassador/ leader to earn 

the commission in this manual (under leader/ambassador).  The Achieve members earn 

the totals provided above in the member section.  The sales representatives earn more 
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as they are dedicating time to do regular sales.   

 

o In order to be a leader and earn leadership pay, you must be approved and in an achieve 

leads group.  Contact us for details.   

 

o We have established the 1051 program to assist in success.  This help you generate 

leads for your business and also to attend as a guest to our conference. 

 

o Achieve Systems is dedicated to your financial success.  We will do all we can to close 

your leads and have them in a high-level closing system. Teamwork makes the dream 

work! 

 

o Master Educators, ambassadors and leaders are required to bring 5 VIP guests to our 

conferences, minimum to particiate and earn leadership pay.   If you don’t bring 5 you 

are not paid leadership pay and default to regular members pay. This allows us to work 

your leads, provide them a huge platform for them to get excited about us, you earn 

incredible money, and they get more involved in your business as they are growing a 

stronger on-going relationship.  

 

- This keeps your leadership status for pay and the other rewards we offer leaders.  

Leaders must react in the community as leaders. 

 

- In leadership agreements all leaders must refer 12 that join the community per year 

which is simply 1 a month average.  If educators are working the 1 hour a day system 

and filing conferences this is an easy total to complete.  Leadership is provided so you 

can earn more from growing our community while you grow your business system that 

we recommend and promote for you to the community.   

Leaders receive many added benefits.  See the checklist for leadership to establish and engage 

in everything you get as a dedicated leader growing the community with us. 

 

o If you are not an active Achieve Systems member or sales associate you cannot earn for 

current, past, or future commissions.   All rights reserved for Achieve members and 

leaders only! Your membership or agreement must be active to earn commissions.  If 

not active or you’re in-default commissions are terminated. 

 

o Commissions are paid on paid in full accounts only or 50% 2x plan on payment plans or 

scholarships.  Payment plans are set-up as scholarship systems and members earn $500.   
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o Commission Payments:  Achieve Systems direct deposits checks for any closed and paid 

sales on the 15th of the month for any sales paid and closed in the previous month (in 

full).  

 

o ENGAGEMENT RULE: If you are not engaged with a lead for a period of – 6 months, inviting 

them to events and working with our team to close them you, loss commission on them at 

this time.  You must remain engaged in the process.  Engagement is defined as actively 

communicating to them and achieve to bring them in consistently.  If they start working 

with someone else because you are not communicating, we can’t do anything about it & 

you forfeit that person.  We work hard and most come in within 6 months but after 6 

months you must remain engaged with leads to earn on them. 

 

o Just inviting someone to the conference does not qualify them as your lead to get paid.  You 

must email introduce them before or after the conference or we must be in the process of 

working to bring them in.  Either of the 3.  We will be in contact with you as we are 

providing them information. 

 

o It is our objective to pay you incredible money and this is for achieve members and leaders 

only.  If there is ever a dispute, we will handle it in yours and everyones best interest.  The 

commission totals are built in and here to pay you. 

 

o FULLY AUTOMATED: Our computer management system itemizes out all leads and 

payments to you so when it is time for you to get paid it notifies us automatically.  

 

o Vanessa Raymond handles all ADMIN and is the go-to person, and financials for this 

program.  Veedance@mac.com if you have any questions. 

 

 

 

mailto:Veedance@mac.com

